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Abstract
Tarkett recently set up a fall detection monitoring system for nursing

homes based on a sensitive floor sensor and the Random Forest algo-
rithm. The random forest model, was trained using data recorded by
volunteers, that simulated falls. However, young volunteers simulated
fall signals that are likely to be different from elderly real fall ones. In
order to cope with this problem we use Transfer Learning over Random
Forest. We present here preliminary work using algorithms from [4] and
we provide their results on classical datasets and on our own data.

Motivation

Fast and reliable fall detection systems :

• Improve chances of surviving the accident

• Cope with physical and psychological consequences

However, the training data was obtained using signals from vol-
unteers, which makes it different from real world data and can
thus give us lower performance.

Figure 1: Fall detection workflow

Problem statement

Figure 2: Transfer learning with few labeled target data and the RF trained on
source data data

We denote a domain D= {X ,P (X)} where X is a feature space
and P (X) is a marginal probability distribution. We also denote
a task T = {Y ,P (Y |X)} where Y is a label space and P (Y |X) a
conditional probability distribution.
We can define a source domain DS = {(xS1,yS1)..., (xSn,ySn)}
where xSi∈XS and ySi∈YS and a target domain DT =
{(xT1,yT1)..., (xTn,yTn)} where xTi∈XT and yTi∈YT . In the
same way, the source task is denoted TS and the target task TT .
In our case:

• XS =XT
• P (XS) 6=P (XT )

• YS =YT
• P (YS|XS) 6=P (YT |XT )

Method
� Base model
Model-based Transfer Learning algorithms for decision trees
(DTs) [4]:

Structure Expansion Re-
duction (SER)
• Expand leaves using DT

• Compute subtree errors
• Prune low quality sub-

trees (w.r.t. error)

Structure Transfer (STRUT)
• Prune unreachable trees

• Recompute thresholds
(keep structure)

Given a RF trained on DS:

• SER : apply SER on all its DTs

• STRUT : apply STRUT on all its DTs

•MIX : apply SER on 50% DTs, STRUT on the other 50%

� Variant
As labelling data is costly (few labelled Fall events with a lot of
available non-fall events), we also try two variations of SER:

• SER nosercl: we do not apply the SER algorithm on Fall class
leaves of the initial DT

• SER noredcl: we do not apply Reduction step of SER on Fall
class leaves of the initial DT

As few target data are available we hope that it will prevent from
useful Fall leaves from the initial DT to be lost.

Experiments
� Public datasets [2] [1]

Letter
Source and target separated along the median value of feat. x2bar

Wine
Source data is made of white wines and target data of red wines

Digits
Target data : random part of the dataset with inverted pixel values

� Tarkett datasets
Simulated

28 volunteers aged from 25 to 45 years old. 742 acquisitions in-
cluding 409 falls (55%).

Real world
Recorded signals from various nursing homes. 98 falls and 1200
non fall events.

� Algorithms
• Comparison with model trained only on source dataset

(SourceOnly), and model trained only on target dataset
(TargetOnly)

• Tests with different maximum allowed depths for RF trained
on DS, going from 1 to 15 and None (i.e. no maximum depth,
the tree is full)

• Target dataset divided in training and testing with |Test|=
0.05|Target|.
• Tarkett data (imbalanced dataset) : folds such that |Test|=
0.2|Target|
•Mean scores of Accuracy, Sensitivity (i.e. True Positive Rate)

and Specificity (i.e. True Negative Rate)

Results and conclusions
Results are given on Fig. 3.

� Results
We expect transfer algorithms to give better performance than
SourceOnly. However if TargetOnly is still better, then it is nega-
tive transfer.

•Depending on the dataset, transfer is not always necessary

•Wine : training only on source data with a short max depth
(here 3) can be as good as training on target data

•As depth goes higher, STRUT is better

• Tarkett data :

- Sensitivity : negative transfer ?
- Specificity : transfer does not beat the SourceOnly model

•Not applying SER or its Reduction step on Fall class does not
change significantly SER algorithm

� Future work
• Compare with simple pruning

• Combine with sampling methods for imbalance problem

•Adapt to the case where XS 6=XT
• Compare to domain adaptation techniques (model indepen-

dent)
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Figure 3: Scores on public datasets ((a), (b), (c), and on our data (d)


